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There is trend in airplane design to blend the fuselage with the wing thus improving the airplane’s efficiency when 

compared with the conventional tube and wing configuration. Uninhabited Combat Air Vehicles (UCAVs) follow 

the same trend. The wing is swept back, it may be tapered and in many instances it has a λ planform. The leading 

edge radius, camber and wing thickness may change along the span as well as the local incidence (twist). The flow 

over such wings is very complex, particularly at intermediate angles of incidence where a leading edge vortex is 

formed, becomes unstable and detaches itself from the surface while being swept back in the direction of streaming. 

This affects mostly the pitching moment that may result in the loss of stability. Wing-tip stall is a very undesirable 

phenomenon that makes ailerons ineffective and it may result in an abrupt wing drop. To avoid it, some military 

aircraft have cranked wings that reduce the sweep-back at the tip and some even have a wing that swings forward at 

low speed flight. Some older civilian and military airplanes used fences to compensate for the adverse effects of the 

large sweep. They reduced the spanwise flow component in their vicinity changing somewhat the load distribution 

on swept back wings. However they spanned most of the local chord and their height exceeded the boundary layer 

thickness, consequently they increased the drag during cruise.  

The idea of the “fluidic fence” germinated during tests aimed to increase the effectiveness of a rudder on a twin 

engine commercial aircraft by using active flow control (AFC). Physically, the concept consists of sparsely spaced, 

small sweeping or steady jet actuators that reduce or eliminate the spanwise flow over the rudder by creating a jet 

curtain., In one case the rudder effectiveness was increased by 9% when a single small jet was used. The big 

advantage of fluidic fences is that they are more effective than solid ones, they can be applied only when needed and 

they can be moved to different locations at various stages of the flight envelope. The fluidic fence was tested on 

three configurations: a constant chord swept back wing, a purely tapered trapezoidal wing and a λ wing designed by 

DLR as a challenge for overcoming stability problems on typical tailless aircraft configurations (SACCON). It 

transpired that the concept works best when the flow is still attached but its spanwise velocity component dominates 

its direction.  

 


